44th ANNUAL FUNCTION “ALANKAR”
15-10-2017
Gita Niketan Awasiya Vidyalaya celebrated its 44th annual function ALANKAR amidst zest, vibrancy and
elation.
Prof. Kaptan Singh Solanki, Hon'ble Governor of Haryana, was the chief guest for the event. He along with
special guest and school's alumnus Sh.Rohit Sardana (presently anchor and senior reporter Zee TV), Sh.
Shiv Kumar, Rashtriya Mantri Vidya Bharti and various dignitaries were escorted by NCC cadets to the
inaugural ground. The chief guest inaugurated the third extended block of the school and laid the
foundation stone of Acharya Awas Khand, before the commencement of the main event.
The event started off with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp by the Chief Guest .This entailed the welcome
and introduction of the guests by the Principal Sh. Narayan Singh. Shriphal was presented and badges
were also pinned, to the guests. The ebullient students of the school presented a spectacular array of
cultural programs.
Decked up in vibrant hues they invoked the blessings of Lord Ganesha with Ganesha stuti.
The audience equally relished the MIME on ill effects of cellphones. A melodious group song was also
sung in unison. The orchestra group played a fusion of classical and western instruments. Aerobics, Gatka,
Lezium & Malkhamb. Yoga and Rope skipping added a spirit of health consciousness among those, who
were present. Sh. Shiv Kumar ji in his discourse told the working and aim of Vidya Bharati. During prize
distribution ceremony the students in the field of academics and sports were felicitated. Aasima Sudha of
Class XI was awarded with the prestigious “MEDHA DUA AWARD” . The Chief Guest acknowledged the
combined efforts of the teachers and students. He urged the students to not only hone their skills and bring
glory to their school but also work for the unity of country. The vote of thanks was proposed by the
manager of school managing committee, Sh .Rajinder Kler ji.
Dr. Pawan Saini, MLA Ladwa, Sh .Subhash Sudha, MLA, Thanesar, former Principal of school Dr. Rishi
Goel, Dr. Vishv Raj Singh, President Managing Committee of Gita Niketan, press and parents graced the
occasion with their presence.

